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Ruth Schmuff, Owner

CLASSES with visiting teachers
September 29 & 30 - Sylvie Lansdowne

And now for something totally different! How much fun are these pieces? I
want to make them all and then there’s even more to choose from! Join us
September 29 and/or 30 for a beading classes with Sylvie Lansdowne. Sylvie is
a breath of fresh air in the beading world. Check out her colors! She knows
the way to my heart. Sylvie is a glass artist who makes fabulous lampwork
flowers and mermaids and then combines
them with beadweaving techniques to make
gorgeous, happy, happy jewelry!

Can you believe it is September already? As usual
I have no idea where the
time has gone. Well I
have an idea, but lets not
go there.
So much to do, and not
nearly enough time. Can’t someone
please clone me? We’re still working on the revisions to the website
and it’s still not ready for prime
time viewing. Maybe next month,
we’ll see.
Dates to remember this month. We
will be closed Sunday September 2.
Holiday finishing deadline September 27th.
Happy Labor Day!

September 29th will be the earring/
pendant party (samples shown above are
just some of your choices). September
30th will be Flora Florette Bracelet. All
the details are on the website under the
visiting teachers link.
Call the shop at 410.296.0405 to
register. Fee is $140 per day plus the
cost of the kits chosen.
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Mystery classes
how do these
mystery classes work?
I know, it’s confusing. What
exactly is a mystery class?
A mystery class is just like a
mystery in a book; it unfolds in chapters. With each
chapter more of the mystery
(how are we going to stitch
this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every
other Sunday afternoon (unless
the classroom is booked with
another teacher) and review the
twists, turns and fun of the current lesson. Class is from 1 to 3 pm.
Can’t join us in person? No problem,
we will ship to you. The instructions
have full color photos of the canvas
stitched to date along with complete
instructions and diagrams.

garden party heart mod collage
The Garden Party Heart Mod
Collage Mystery has come to an
end. I’m a little sad. The colors
are happy and the stitches are
mostly easy. Not too much of
any one thing. A perfect balance for me.
We had our final class last
weekend and the reveal of
the finished piece was so
much fun! There are beads
of every variety in the center heart and heavier
threads than I typically stitch with, all
selected to help create the illusion of a curving heart, but I didn’t stop
there. I really did pad the heart and make it curve! No one really expected
me to make the heart poofy, but I did. With that as the final twist to this
mystery who knows what I will dream up for the next one.

I also post lots of pictures on my blog
www.NotYourGrandmother’s Needlepoint.com the Sunday evening after
class.
And so that you don’t feel left out
missing the in class shenanigans we
set up a online stitching group at
www.stitcherie.com. There is a
discussion for each class!
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Want to join
the party?
It’s not too late to join us. Give
us a call and we’ll send you
everything you need to get you
caught up. Canvas, stitch
guide(s), threads etc. From that
point on, you will be in the
queue and we’ll send your
future lessons as we have class.
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What’s the next mystery? Broom parking!
I can’t wait. It’s almost time to start the Fall Mystery Class, Broom
Parking by Share One’s Ideas. Classes are September 23rd, October
7 and 21, and November 11. The cost for the class is the cost of the
canvas $180 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads,
crystals etc for that lesson.
Canvas design area is 9.75 x 14 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will
need 15 x 18 stretcher bars.

looking for something with a slower pace?
Row of Ladies by Lee
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects. These work just like the
regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really know when the next
lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. At first
I thought the lessons would be at 4-6 week intervals. They are really
about 3 months apart. Lesson #4 has just shipped for the Row of
Ladies by Lee. This is a study in fashion. All the ladies are so pretty in their gowns. Lot’s of fun
details to bring to life. There are no in-person lessons. Everyone is an outpatient for this class.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $110 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the
threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.
Canvas design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.

Can I order a mystery class that is complete?
Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past mysteries. Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want. Just say the word.
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Stitch of the month
why this works
6

I used the Laced Pavillion Stitch as
the dress on one of the ladies in
the Row of Ladies Mystery
with a Twist Class. It’s a great
stitch with a lot of versatility. I
used 3 ply silk for the Pavillion
Stitches and Kreinik 1 ply Japan
Thread in gold for the overstitching.
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This little stitch packs a lot of detail so use it in spaces that you
want to call attention to. The
overstitching is what will catch
your eye. Here, it is a bold contrast of color. On another WIP it
is in a Fine (#8) Braid that closely
matches the silk lessoning the
drama.
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Laced Pavillion
Begin with simple rows of Pavillion Stitches worked using 3 ply silk on 18ct.
Lay the stitches smoothly. Once the Pavillion Stitches are complete, embellish them with the laced pattern as shown.
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New Website
If you tried to place an order via the website recently you may have noticed that
it did or did not work. What can I say? Technology is ever evolving. One day the
site is cutting edge, the next day it is not. We are in the midst of reprogramming
the site with all new technology. I’m not sure when it will be ready but very
soon. Much of the site will maintain the same look and navigation as the current
site. Of course there will be new features. You know I can’t just leave it exactly
the same. So, stay tuned for updates!

Club rules
1.You can sign up for a club at
anytime.Your first shipment will
go out on the 10th of the month
following your sign up.
2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in
your first shipment. This deposit
will be applied to your final shipment of the club.

Monthly Clubs!
I love getting packages in the mail. It’s
like Christmas, only better as I know
I will love what’s inside because I
picked it out myself.
It’s not too late to join the Fabulous
Firs by Needle Deeva. We start
shipping in October!
You loved the Needle Deeva
creeps, well here's the latest
collection from talented Team
Deeva. Designed by the Deeva
herself and stitch guided by Vicky deAngelis the Fabulous Firs are sure to be fun to stitch. Nine fab firs, sent one per month
starting October 2012. On the 8th month you will receive two trees; the
ninth tree is absolutely FREE! Canvas and stitch guide ranges from $91 $125 per month depending upon the inclusion of crystals.

3. There is a complete
thread/bead/crystal/embellishment
kit available for the club at an additional charge. It includes all
threads/beads etc to stitch the
entire series. It is sent with the
first club shipment if desired. A
50% deposit will be taken at sign
up for those desiring the thread
kit.
4. Now, for the cool part. There
are freebies - gifts for joining the
club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Other clubs to consider
Shown at right are the Silly, Sassy, Sparkly Socks by Ruth Schmuff,
the Frightfully Delicious Candies by Kelly Clark and Hoot! Hoot! by
EyeCandy Needleart. Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit
www.bedeckedandbeadazzled.com/clubs.php to see all the clubs
and to sign up!
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Maggie trunkshow!
Maggie is here! Well, Maggie’s canvases are
here! We all love the freshness and color of
Maggie’s line and this is your chance to see it
live and in person!
Visit us anytime between September 3rd
and September 16th to see the Maggie collection. You
are going to be hard-pressed to choose a favorite. Each is
happier and more fun than the next!
As with all our trunkshows purchase a trunkshow canvas
or order one during the event and receive a 20% discount!

what’s new?
Here’s a few of our newest favorite things

I BARK therefore I AM
by Hal Mayforth
canvas $174.00

Rooftop Garden
by ruth schmuff
canvas $161.00

Pink Skull
by ryn
canvas $101.00

Deco Kitty
by Sharon g
canvas $180.00
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Gourmet Collage
by lani
canvas $348.00

Ornament Pillow
by Alice Peterson
canvas $139.00

Fall
by zecca
canvas $139.00

Snowman Boot
by Amy Buechner
canvas $96.00

Growth Chart
by zecca
canvas $372.00
available on 18ct
or 13ct with or
without numbers
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Holiday gift ideas
eat. sleep. stitch. All the good things in life. Particularly good if I don’t have
to cook! No one really wants my cooking.
T-shirts are available in all sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL. Night shirts are one
size fits all. Great girlfriend gifts and the price is right.
$22 each for T shirts and $33 for night shirts.

Save the Date: November 3 & 4
Julia Snyder will be back for one last weekend of embellishment
classes the weekend of November 3rd and 4th. Bring a canvas of
your choice and allow Julia to select threads and stitches. This is
always a fun event and a perfect pre-holiday gift to yourself!

Finishing deadlines
Are you looking for a community of stitchers where you can post and ask questions about needlework related things? Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;
it’s a fun and supportive group! We have dedicated chat groups over there for the
mystery classes - great for encouragement and keeping up. The cyberclasses will
soon be hosted there too.

It’s that time of year. Anything you
want finished and returned in
time for Halloween must be in
our hands by September 13.
Anything you want finished for
Christmas must be in our
hands by September 27.
Happy Stitching!

www.notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in my wholesale line
available at shops nationwide and simply in my mind. Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes. Way too many ideas are floating around up there.
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